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SUMMARY OF RECURRENT AND CAPITAL BUDGETS 

 BUDGET 

OUTTURN 

2014/2015

APPROVED 

BUDGET 

2015/2016

PROJECTED 

OUTTURN 

2015/2016

DRAFT     

BUDGET 

2016/2017

TOTAL REVENUES AND GRANTS 993,636,456      980,257,973      1,031,114,434   1,088,539,568    

TOTAL REVENUE 961,920,081      939,688,925      995,108,243      1,046,958,700    

RECURRENT REVENUE 956,274,784      934,879,198      989,321,814      1,041,042,266    

TAX REVENUE 849,327,724      818,116,358      862,944,347      936,597,430       

       Income and profits 273,852,072      261,860,700      261,860,700      256,050,980       

of which: Petroleum taxation 15,860,875    7,500,000       7,500,000       500,000           

       Taxes on property 5,532,253           5,337,150          5,313,449          5,682,158           

       Taxes on Int'l trade & transactions 224,427,012       211,812,882      244,950,276      308,676,911       

of which: Import duties 167,204,937     159,000,000      195,008,000     250,442,000       

       Taxes on goods and services 345,516,387       339,105,627      350,819,922      366,187,381       

of which: GST 270,229,413     263,000,000      271,274,771     284,838,510       

NON-TAX REVENUE 106,947,060   116,762,840   126,377,467   104,444,836    

        Property Income 12,647,718         19,546,331     38,979,500          20,064,464      

        Licenses 12,239,867         12,278,829     13,610,046          12,645,862      

 Royalties 49,564,019         44,869,391     41,891,848          41,801,990      

of which: Petroleum royalties 10,732,808    4,400,000       4,000,000       2,000,000        

Ministries/Departments 31,450,812         31,958,261          28,063,401          27,193,683           

of which: Oil working interest 4,691,000      3,518,258       2,000,000       1,000,000        

Repayment of old loans 1,044,644           8,110,028            3,832,672            2,738,837             

CAPITAL REVENUES 5,645,297          4,809,727          5,786,429          5,916,434           

GRANTS 31,716,375         40,569,048        36,006,191        41,580,868         

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 1,072,391,771   1,068,265,608   1,211,126,347   1,151,104,349    

RECURRENT EXPENDITURE 797,985,180      873,516,809      883,304,733      959,192,897       

Personal Emoluments 332,430,266       367,780,923        374,280,568        402,731,458         

Pensions 64,611,438         59,667,246          67,437,305          67,169,087           

Goods & Services 180,860,567       210,839,486        192,585,073        223,566,589         

Subsidies & Current Transfers 128,452,453       144,275,783        156,598,066        165,725,763         

Debt Service - Interest & Other ChargesInterest Payments 91,630,456         90,953,371          92,403,721          100,000,000         

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 274,406,591      194,748,798      327,821,614      191,911,452       

Capital II Expenditures 120,034,984       97,785,174          94,884,966          93,431,776           

Capital III Expenditures 151,685,930       94,367,948          132,794,263        95,972,929           

Capital Transfers & Net Lending 2,685,677           2,595,677            100,142,385        2,506,747             

RECURRENT SURPLUS/[DEFICIT] 158,289,604      61,362,389        106,017,081      81,849,369         

PRIMARY SURPLUS/[DEFICIT] 12,875,141        2,945,736          (87,608,192)       37,435,219         

As Percentage of GDP 0.38% 0.08% -2.46% 1.00%

OVERALL SURPLUS/[DEFICIT] (78,755,315)      (88,007,635)      (180,011,913)    (62,564,781)       

As Percentage of GDP -2.29% -2.52% -5.05% -1.68%

AMORTIZATION (65,940,676)        (85,975,936)         (86,384,976)        (86,854,688)          

FINANCING: (144,695,991)     (173,983,571)     (266,396,889)     (149,419,469)      
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OUTLINE OF BUDGET STATEMENT FOR FISCAL YEAR 2016/2017 
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INTRODUCTION  

Mr. Speaker, 

I rise to move the second reading of the General Revenue Appropriation Bill for Fiscal Year 

2016/2017.  

This is the inaugural budget in the recently won, historic, third consecutive term of the UDP 

Administration. And this edition, in like fashion as the previous eight budgets I have read, will-I 

believe-reassure general citizenry and particular stakeholders alike that the current and forecast 

state of the public finances of Belize are both sturdy and stable.  

There is, of course, a narrow political minority that reflexively opposes everything UDP. But  

impartial observers all agree that  the sterling stewardship of the people’s money was foremost in 

the minds of the voters as they cast their ballots last November. Our consistent and long record 

of judicious financial management, Mr. Speaker, has produced an unbroken period of steady 

growth and optimal economic conditions. There is now a historical vindication of both our 

philosophy and our probity.  

Let us look at the facts, Mr. Speaker:  

First, there is an unmatched string of year on year increases to the size and diversity of the 

economy. And this has been complemented by the longest post-Independence period of low 

inflation, reductions in the cost of borrowing for both private and public sectors, and increases in 

revenue generation by the Government.  

Second, we have been architects of monumental advances in the wellbeing of the working class 

as measured by the lowest unemployment in a decade, and by the surge in real wages. I remind 

all that in the case of our 12,000 public officers and teachers, the salary augmentations amount, 

with this the third consecutive year of increase which I proudly declare now will take place, to  

almost 25 percent. That, by any measure and in comparison with any country anywhere, is 

absolutely spectacular. And complementing and buttressing this new purchasing power for the 

middle class is our robust safety net for the disadvantaged, including our signature BOOST and  

Food Pantry Programs, record education and health subsidies, and now an increase in SSB 

monthly payments to 8,000 pensioners.  
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The third point to make in this context, is the unremitting swell of public investments in national 

infrastructure such as streets, drains, roads, bridges, sporting facilities, parks and playgrounds. 

When assessed in its totality over the nine budget cycles, this will have surpassed $1.5 billion 

and will have touched the lives of citizens in every corner of the country.  

Thus it is that in introducing this Budget, Mr. Speaker, my Administration is able to demonstrate 

its fidelity to, and reaffirmation of, the vow we first swore in 2008 and renewed in 2012 and 

2015: our commitment to strive always and ceaselessly for advance, for equity and for openness 

in our stewardship of the public finances. 

I now turn to the details of the budget outturn for Fiscal Year 2015/16. 
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REVIEW OF FY 2015/2016 STRATEGY 

FISCAL PERFORMANCE 

For Fiscal Year 2015/2016 the Central Government is projecting a Primary Deficit of $87.6 

million, the equivalent of 2.46 percent of GDP; and an Overall Deficit of $180.1 million or 5.1 

percent of GDP.  

These compare to the budgeted Primary Surplus of 0.1 percent of GDP and an Overall Deficit of 

2.47 per cent of GDP.  

In dollars and cents terms, the Overall Deficit increased by some $ 92.1 million over budget.  

At first sight, the mismatch between the outturn and what was budgeted is dramatic. But the 

main reason for such a wide divergence is two-fold and easily explained. 

First, included in these numbers is the extraordinary payment of just over $97 million dollars in 

respect of the settlement of the International Arbitration Award related to the British Caribbean 

Bank Loan to Belize Telemedia Ltd. And, second, is the additional spending of almost $55 

million on the National Road Rehabilitation Program and some $15 million more on Sport 

Facilities. All of this was financed under the PetroCaribe Program.   

Taken together, then, these two items amount to additional spending of $167 million. This was 

offset somewhat by an improved recurrent surplus of $45 million over budget, and by an 

underspending of some $29.9 million in the donor supported capital program. But the end result 

was still this Overall Deficit increase of $92.1 million. The point is, though, that on both fronts 

(Arbitration payment and sport and infrastructure investment) the un-programmed spending was 

not only justifiable but commendable. 

That is because, Mr. Speaker, the liquidation of the International Arbitration Award was part of a 

wider global settlement with former shareholders of Belize Telemedia Ltd. This resulted in an 

end to the litigation efforts by those former shareholders to force the return to them of this 

national asset, and confirmed sovereign Belizean ownership now and forever over BTL. 
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In accounting and budgetary terms, the payment to the British Caribbean Bank is being treated as 

an advance to the Belize Telemedia Ltd. with arrangements for repayment of this to GOB over 

an extended period of time.  

Mr. Speaker, the investments in road rehabilitation and sporting facilities have been 

unprecedented and have transformed this country in a way never seen before and unlikely ever to 

be seen again. Thus, the 70 million is treated as a one-off capital expenditure, which was 

undertaken given the availability of the highly concessionary funding under the PetroCaribe 

Program. Now we do absolutely expect the continuation of similar capital investments programs, 

though not at the same level. The extent of this reduced but still robust new normal will be 

determined by a number of factors, about which I shall say more later.  

But to repeat, Mr. Speaker, the public works done in these two areas are landmark and 

permanent. Under the Road Rehabilitation Program we have upgraded streets in Belize City and 

in every District Town, including San Pedro. The Philip Goldson Highway through Orange Walk 

Town has been dramatically improved at a cost of millions of dollars, as has a section of the San 

Antonio Road. And there is so much more. We have also upgraded, or built, roads to major 

tourism attractions, including the Old Northern Highway to Altun Ha, and the Franks Eddy Road 

to the Sibun River. The North Ambergris Caye Road is getting ever closer to the Basil Jones site 

of the new Efrain Guerrero Airport, and work proceeds apace on the road to Lamanai. The 

Hummingbird rehabilitation is underway, and so is the redo of the Philip Goldson Highway 

between the eponymous International Airport and Belize City. We have also commenced the 

improvement of the roads through San Antonio and on to Mountain Pine Ridge and, ultimately, 

Caracol. And throughout we are getting value for money! 

Under the supervision and management of Belize Infrastructure Ltd. (BIL), major upgrades are 

being done, or are completed, to the Victor Galvez Stadium, Falcon Field, and the Santa Elena 

Football Facilities in the West. In Belmopan the Isidoro Beaton Football Field will be the pride 

of Belmopan when it is opened in just over a week's time. In the South, the Carl Ramos Stadium 

in Dangriga and the Toledo Union Field are about to be finished. And in Belize City ground has 

been broken and work started for a world class Basketball and Multi-Purpose Arena at the old 

City Center site. Truly a feast of progress and uplift that has marked what must now be seen as 

the UDP's and Belize's finest physical developmental hour. 
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But let me return to the figures.  

Total revenue and grants are projected to be $1.031 billion, or some $51 million above budget. 

The increase is due largely to improved performance of taxes on Good and Services (particularly 

the General Sales Tax) and also to increases in Taxes on International Trade. These were buoyed 

by an increase in both the volume and value of imports, and also by a hike in import duties 

applied to petroleum products in late December 2015. At the same time, revenues from the 

Shipping and the International Business Companies Registries remained stable compared to the 

previous year. 

This overall increase has taken place notwithstanding the sharp fall in the particular revenues 

from domestic petroleum in consequence of declining production and low export prices. 

On the Expenditure side, total expenditure for FY 2015/2016 is projected at $1.211 billion, 

which is $142.9 million above budget. Current expenditure increased by $9.7 million, attributed 

mainly a rise in Subsidies and Current Transfers, particularly to the Education Sector. This 

reflected our continued focus on, indeed obsession with, Education as the most important key to 

social transformation. The increase was also due to the substantial rise in Personal Emoluments 

following the 2015 Salary Adjustments for public officers and teachers. Altogether, then, it was a 

current expenditure price we were happy to pay. 

On the other hand, Development Expenditure also increased by almost $133.1 million dollars 

above the budgeted figures due mainly, as stated above, to the Settlement of the British 

Caribbean Bank Arbitration Award in the sum of $97 million, and to the expansion of the Road 

Rehabilitation Program and the investments in Sporting facilities. 

Mr. Speaker, I think that I should point out here that while not included in the Capital 

Expenditure Figures, the GOB also paid out a further $135 million in compensation settlements 

for the nationalization of shares in both Belize Electricity Ltd ( in the sum of BZ$70 million)  

and in Belize Telemedia Ltd. (in the sum of BZ$65 million). 

In keeping with internationally accepted guidelines for recording and reporting such transactions, 

expenditures of this type are recorded as a Financing Item rather than as a Capital Expenditure. 

So, Mr. Speaker, while these payments are not recorded in the Budget Tables, per se, they were 
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in fact made and are recorded in the Monetary and Debt accounts of the Government as well as 

in the Government Financial Statements. Financing for both settlements was drawn in large part 

from PetroCaribe Funds, but also from the proceeds of the on-sale of some of the Telemedia 

shares in the year 2010.   

The deficit of $180 million was financed by various loan sources, made up of $40 million from 

the multilateral lenders, $76 million from PetroCaribe, and $64 million in domestic financing.  

PETROCARIBE FINANCING 

Mr. Speaker, Now a word or two on PetroCaribe as it has been so integral to the Government’s 

development program over the past four years.   

Since its inception, Belize has benefited greatly from the Program and has received over $325 

million from the purchase of fuel products from the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela through 

the Government of Belize/Government of Venezuela Joint Venture Company ALBA 

PETROCARIBE BELIZE LTD (APBEL).  

This financing has been recorded as part of Central Government’s External Debt and has been 

recorded in the Monetary Accounts as well.  Provisions for the servicing of the PetroCaribe Debt 

have been made in the GOB Budget and the amount set aside in the upcoming budget for the 

servicing of this debt is in the region of $10.5 million.   

This program has been transparent through and through, and approval for the uses of these funds 

has been sought from this Honorable House through a series of Quarterly General Revenue 

Appropriation Bills. By that means we have take the opportunity to always report to the House in 

detail all spending already incurred for the quarter under review. But we have also always set 

out, also in great detail, the spending we proposed to incur for the upcoming quarter. 

And now we recapitulate, in the table below, the use to which that $325 million has been put: 
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Projects/Programs Financed By PetroCaribe Inflows, million

End 2014/15 FY 2015/16

Projects/Programs included in Capital Budget 126.0              118.8          

Equity in the National Bank of Belize 30.0                5.0              

Roads, Streets & Highway construction and rehabilitation 56.1                55.0            

Social Support & Community Assistance 13.0                17.0            

Purchase of Property & Equipment 7.1                  

Sporting Facilities 5.0                  15.0            

Counterpart Expenditure to Other Capital Projects 14.8                

BTL Compensation 19.1            

Assistance following 2015 flood 1.9              

Housing 2.3              

MOF Infrastructure 3.5              

Projects/Programs included as Financing in budget -                 80.2            

BEL Compensation -                 70.2            

Redeemption of GOB Defence Bonds -                 10.0            

Grand Total 126.0              199.0          

 

In the last financial year itself, we have drawn down about $55 for Road Rehabilitation, 

including Streets and Drains in Belize City and Main Towns, and $94 million for the 

Compensation Payments.  

But, Mr. Speaker, dry figures and mere words cannot do justice to the comprehensive, life 

improving, flesh and blood canvas that has been constituted by PetroCaribe and this 

Government's deployment of its resources. In trying to present the House and the nation with a 

properly panoptic view of the way, in UDP hands, this PetroCaribe phenomenon has been so 

utterly transformative, so revolutionary almost, let me zero in on this point. We have, as even a 

cursory glance at the table shows, applied the funds in the round to both infrastructural and social 

development. And in selecting the uses for the PetroCaribe funds, we have been careful to apply 

the financing to high-rate-of-return capital works and for hinge social purposes. Withal, we have 

been careful-as a matter of prudence and fiscal responsibility-not to use the funding to support 

continuing, recurrent spending. 

Mr. Speaker, already the flows from PetroCaribe are greatly reduced and its very existence, 

longer term, is uncertain given the recent domestic political developments in the Bolivarian 
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Republic of Venezuela. But we do know one thing for sure. Despite being buffeted by all sorts of 

travails including the precipitous fall in oil prices and export earnings, Venezuela has so far 

steadfastly refused to withdraw or alter the program and the support it gives to participating 

countries. I can think of no greater example in recent times of self sacrifice and international 

solidarity. We therefore record, once more, our gratitude to the Government and people of 

Venezuela.   

In contemplating the possibility, though, that despite best efforts overwhelming circumstances 

may yet put an end to PetroCaribe, I wish to say two things. This Government is prepared for any 

eventuality and will manage our public finances accordingly.  And how silly and short sighted all 

the critics now look that were criticizing us for what they claimed was borrowing without end 

from PetroCaribe. It took no special insight on our part to know that the program had to be finite; 

and that we should therefore, while the getting was good, procure for the Belizean people every 

last penny we could from the unbeatable bonanza of one percent money over twenty five years. 

So the fact that things may be winding down now confounds those crass opportunists that were 

crying wolf out of bad mind, jealousy and spite because Belize and the UDP were riding so high 

on a program this Government had succeeded in unlocking. And it fully vindicates this 

Administration for having gotten as much as it did and having spent it so wisely and so well. 

Needless to say, we will continue fully to utilize PetroCaribe for however much longer it lasts. 

SETTLEMENTS OF CONTINGENT LIABILITIES 

Mr. Speaker, After years of litigation and sporadic negotiations, our Government arrived at 

a settlement with the former owners of BEL and BTL for the majority shares in these utilities, 

acquired by us back in 2009 and 2010, respectively. The settlement brought some element of 

certainty to the contingent liabilities that had bedeviled the fiscal and debt accounts for years, but 

which were the necessary concomitant of our continued struggle to maintain our reasserted 

patrimonial rights. 

In the case of BEL, Government effectively purchased the 36.9 percent shareholding it retains 

in BEL for US cash $35m, financed from our PetroCaribe proceeds. This compromise allowed 

Fortis to keep 33 percent and thus become a strategic minority partner in the company, while 

ensuring that the people of Belize through both the GoB and the SSB holdings retain their 
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majority stake in BEL. Assessing this deal, whether on the basis of the book value of the shares 

or the potential claims by Fortis, the people of Belize gained in the net amount of anywhere 

between BZ$60 to $120 million. 

The settlement for the BTL shares meant that GoB paid, on behalf of BTL, an outstanding loan 

claim of US$48.5 million to the British Caribbean Bank and a downpayment equal to the so-

called NERA valuation of US$32.5 million, pending the outcome of an International Arbitration 

Hearing. The BCB Loan payment was sourced from a combination of domestic financing and 

from a drawdown of PetroCaribe financing, while the downpayment toward the BTL shares was 

drawn from the proceeds of the on-sale of some of the BTL shares by the Government in the year 

2010.  As this matter now stands, GoB and the former shareholders of BTL await the judgment 

from the Arbitration Panel on any further payment due for the shares. 

Resolving these disputes fairly is validation of our conviction that these critical utilities should 

be majority owned by the people of Belize in perpetuity. And already, Belizean consumers have 

benefitted from tens of millions in lower rates; from major and continuing investments 

in efficiency and upgraded services; and ultimately from the fact that the bulk of the profit 

streams from both companies remains at home.  
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ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT  

Mr. Speaker, Looking ahead, it is currently estimated that GDP growth will moderate to between 

1.5 to 2.0 percent in 2016 as the primary sector contracts further and activity in the secondary 

sector flatlines. Sugarcane deliveries are projected to rise by 23.0 percent due to Santander’s 

output. However, production of all other major export crops is likely to decrease. Banana output 

will be negatively impacted by the halt in the operations of the Meridian Group, and the major 

producer of papayas has signaled that production will be halted in August. Output of farmed 

shrimp will remain low as farms will only recover from disease and begin harvesting during the 

second half of the year. Manufacturing should decline with the anticipated drop in agro-

processing and the continued shrinkage in crude oil extraction. But Services will once again 

drive the economy, as tourism activities expand with a projected increase in stay-over arrivals. 

Distributive trade activities should continue to grow, though at a moderated pace. The major 

downside risks include lower than projected expansion in tourism if the economic recovery in 

source markets weakens, and the squeeze that slowdown in international payments arising from 

the correspondent banking difficulties may cause on domestic activities. 

Mr. Speaker, another noteworthy event that I should mention is the completion of First 

Caribbean International Bank's sale of its domestic branch to Bank Heritage Bank. It was a 

relatively seamless transition.  On the negative side of things, the issue of international 

correspondent banking came to the forefront in 2015 with the unwelcome news that some 

previously well established relationships would be severed because of the strategy of de-risking 

by correspondent banks. The banks, which have hitherto provided correspondent banking 

relationships, have now taken the view that the potential costs of regulatory fines far outweigh 

the marginal benefits gained from doing business with banks in small jurisdictions that do not 

generate a large volume of transactions. The impact is therefore not only being felt in Belize but 

in many other Caribbean and Latin American countries. A resolution of this problem that 

addresses the needs of small jurisdictions like Belize is being given the highest priority by the 

Government of Belize which has been working assiduously toward that end. This is being 

supported at the regional level by CARICOM, which has adopted a unified, collective approach 

to the matter.  
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SUMMARY OF THE DRAFT ESTIMATES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2015/2016 

NEW BUDGET FORMAT 

Mr. Speaker, this is the second year in which we are presenting the draft estimates in a Program 

Budgeting Format.  This format provides information along the lines of the work programs of 

each ministry, which are set within an allocated ceiling and within a multi-year programming 

framework.   

The Budget Estimates include a general description of each ministry’s work programs, the 

related financial estimates and performance indicators, and the planned results of the expenditure 

on such programs.  Under this new format, Cabinet, Parliament and the general public will have 

more information on which to measure the results and the values received for money spent from 

the public purse.   

Mr. Speaker, at this point, I would like to acknowledge the support of our development partners 

in implementing this new format, particularly the Regional Caribbean Technical Assistance 

Center (CARTAC) and the Regional Center for Supporting Economic Management in the 

Caribbean (SEMCAR). 

UNDERLYING PRIORITIES FOR THE BUDGET 

Mr. Speaker, our priorities for the Budget for FY 2016/2017 remain as in previous years, with an 

emphasis on investments in streets, roads and bridges; in sporting facilities; in health and 

education; in national security; and, of course, in alleviating the conditions of the poor and the 

disadvantaged. 

Mr. Speaker, even with the fiscal challenges we face we are resolved at all costs to honour our 

commitment to the Public Officers and Teachers. We have therefore made a provision in the 

budget estimates for the further, and final, upward adjustment in their compensation packages in 

the new financial year. It bears repeating that the preliminary figures show that altogether this 

Government would have given its employees a 25% raise over three years. That we are able to 

do this at a time of fiscal consolidation is nothing short of remarkable and I am certain all 

concerned are properly appreciative. 
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SUMMARY ESTIMATES FOR 2016/2017 

The proposed Budget targets a preliminary Primary Balance of One Percent of GDP and an 

Overall Deficit of 1.7 percent of GDP. Total Expenditure is budgeted at $1.151 billion while 

Total Revenue and Grants are estimated at $1.088 billion. When taken together, these result in a 

projected Overall Deficit of $62.6 million which is the equivalent of 1.7 percent of GDP.  

To this figure we must add a further $86.8 million for Loan Amortization requirements, and so 

arrive at the Total Financing Needs of $149.4 million. 

 

Projected Draft

Outturn Estimates FORECAST FORECAST

2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019

Total Revenue and Grants 1,031.1      1,088.5      1,111.9     1,103.6      

Total Expenditure 1,211.1      1,151.1      1,227.0     1,190.2      

Primary Balance (87.6)           37.4            21.8           51.5            

     As % of GDP -2.5% 1.0% 0.6% 1.3%

Overall Surplus/(Deficit) (180.0)        (62.6)          (115.1)       (86.6)           

     As % of GDP -5.0% -1.7% -3.0% -2.2%

Amortization (86.4)           (86.9)          (91.1)          (94.8)           

Financing Requirement (266.4)        (149.4)        (206.2)       (181.4)        

GDP in current market prices 3,565          3,728          3,858         3,994          

Summary of Budget Estimates, FY 2015/2016 to FY 2018/2019

 (Bz$million) 

 

 

 ESTIMATES OF REVENUE 2015/2016 

The Draft Estimates has total Revenue and Grants amounting to $1.088 billion for FY 2016/2017 

and this is comprised of $1.041 billion in Recurrent Revenue, $5.9 million in Capital Revenue 

and $41.6 million in Grants. 
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Projected Draft

Outturn Estimates FORECAST FORECAST

2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019

Total Expenditure 1,211.1        1,151.1        1,158.3        1,117.2          

Current Expenditure 883.3           959.2           964.2           972.0             

Wages and salaries 374.3           402.7           367.8            374.3              

Pensions 67.4              67.2              67.2              67.2                

Goods and services 192.6           223.6           226.6            226.6              

Subsidies and current transfers 156.6           165.7           165.8            165.9              

Interest payments & other charges 92.4              100.0           136.9            138.1              

Capital Expenditure & Net Lending 327.8           191.9           194.1           145.2             

Capital II 94.9              93.4              82.2              71.7                

Capital III 132.8           96.0              109.5            71.2                

Net lending 100.1           2.5                2.4                2.3                  

Amortization (86.4)            (86.9)            (91.1)            (94.8)              

Summary of Expenditure, FY 2015/2016 to FY 2018/2019

(Bz$ million)

 

 

Mr. Speaker, in projecting an increase in recurrent revenues we have factored in the full year 

effect of the adjustment in Import Duty on fuel products which was implemented in December 

2015 and in February 2016. This is expected to yield an additional $50 million.  

Mr. Speaker, it is estimated that the fall in oil prices since 2014 has resulted in a windfall savings 

of over $163 million to the Belizean consumer. At current prices, even with the import duty 

increase, the consumer will still keep in excess of two thirds, or more than $100 million, of the 

savings. 
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On the other hand, this increased collection from duties on imported fuel is moderated by an 

almost complete collapse in tax and royalty revenues generated from local petroleum production 

(due to declines in both output and prices). There is also a downturn in Property Income as we 

return to normal levels of dividend receipts from the GOB share holdings in the utility 

companies. (Remember, Mr. Speaker, that in the current fiscal year, the GOB received an 

extraordinary, one–off inflow of accumulated dividends from BTL because of the lifting of the 

Stay of payment that had been earlier put in place by the Caribbean Court of Justice. This 

extraordinary inflow will not happen again; and, furthermore, the GOB shareholding, and 

dividend receipts, in Belize Electricity Limited has been reduced following the return of some 

shares to the former owners).  

With regards to the income from the International Business Companies Registry and the Ships 

Registry, we anticipate a leveling off in receipts from Fees and Licenses as new registrations 

have slowed in the light of the unfavorable international banking environment.  
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 ESTIMATES OF RECURRENT EXPENDITURE 2016/2017  

The Draft Estimates of Recurrent Expenditure is proposing a total of $959.2 million in recurrent 

expenditure up by $75.9 million over the projected outturn of $883.3 million for FY 2015/2016.  

   

Projected Draft

Outturn Estimates FORECAST FORECAST

2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019

Total Expenditure 1,211.1        1,151.1        1,158.3        1,117.2          

Current Expenditure 883.3           959.2           964.2           972.0             

Wages and salaries 374.3           402.7           367.8            374.3              

Pensions 67.4              67.2              67.2              67.2                

Goods and services 192.6           223.6           226.6            226.6              

Subsidies and current transfers 156.6           165.7           165.8            165.9              

Interest payments & other charges 92.4              100.0           136.9            138.1              

Capital Expenditure & Net Lending 327.8           191.9           194.1           145.2             

Capital II 94.9              93.4              82.2              71.7                

Capital III 132.8           96.0              109.5            71.2                

Net lending 100.1           2.5                2.4                2.3                  

Amortization (86.4)            (86.9)            (91.1)            (94.8)              

Summary of Expenditure, FY 2015/2016 to FY 2018/2019

(Bz$ million)

 

  

Of this proposed amount, some $402.7 million is for Personal Emoluments, $67.2 million for 

Pensions, $223.6 million for Goods and Services, $165.7 million for Subsidies and Current 

Transfers, and $100.0 million for Interest Payments on the Debt.  The increase in Current 

Expenditure is attributed to the following: 

 In Education – to provide for further increases in transfers to schools under the 

Education Sector Reform Program  

 In Health – to provide for more provisions for medical supplies, and for the new 

24-hour service of the San Pedro Polyclinic and also for the establishment of a new 

Clinic in Benque Viejo Del Carmen;  
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 In National Security – to provide for increases in the number of officers in both the 

Coast Guard and the Police Force, and to strengthening of the senior management 

of the Police Department as well as to extending the payscales for the rank and 

file.   

 Overall, to provide for the incremental requirement in the wage bill arising from 

salary adjustments granted public officers and teachers in the current fiscal year.   

Mr. Speaker, under the Salary Adjustment Framework that this Government agreed with the 

Unions in February 2013, pay raises for the Public Officers and Teachers are triggered by 

increases in the actual recurrent revenue outturns between two successive fiscal years. In the past 

two time periods, salary adjustments of 6 and 8 percent respectively were implemented. And 

Mr., Speaker, given the preliminary numbers available so far, there is likely to be a further 

increase under the Framework, albeit at more moderate levels than in the past two years. In 

anticipation, and as a place-holder, we have made a provision of some $20 million the Capital II 

Estimates. The actual percentage increase will be determined using the Framework agreed with 

the Unions once the final revenue outturn figures are known.   

ESTIMATES OF CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 2015/2016 

Mr. Speaker, my Government is proposing to allocate some $191.9 million to its capital program 

in the upcoming fiscal year, made up of some $93.4 million in locally funded Capital II 

expenditure and some $95.9 million in the externally funded Capital III expenditure.  

The continuing priority and the bulk of our Capital Program will be allocated toward the 

upgrading of Highways, Roads, Streets and Drains across the country to improve transportation 

and to make the road network more resilient to extreme climatic changes.   

In Toledo works will continue on the last remaining segment of the Southern Highway including 

a new bridge, which will lead right up to the Belize/Guatemala border.  

In the West, construction of the New Macal River Crossing continues, and we are also about to 

start work on upgrading the section of the George Price Highway from Belmopan to San Ignacio 

Town. This will include the construction of a new two-lane bridge at Roaring Creek.  
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In the near South, contracts for the upgrading of the Hummingbird Highway including the 

construction of several new two-lane bridges in the Stann Creek Valley have been signed and 

preliminary works have started.  

In the North, improvement of sugar roads and upgrading of village roads continue under the 

European Union Program. 

In Belize City, work on the South-side Poverty Alleviation Project Phase III Progam is about to 

get underway.    

And, we have already signed the contract for the upgrading of the segment of the Philip Goldson 

Highway between the Haulover Bridge and Ladyville.  

All of these are donor-financed either as grants or on highly concessional loan terms.  

Mr. Speaker, we have not neglected the needs of the Social Sector as it remains one of the 

highest priorities of this administration. Thus you will find in the Estimates that substantial 

allocations have been made to Youth and Community Transformation, to Poverty Alleviation, 

and to Quality Improvement and Policy and Strategy Development in Education.  

FINANCING OF THE BUDGET IN 2015/2016 

Mr. Speaker, The financing needs of the budget in the sum of $149.4 million will be met from 

the following sources: 

• Disbursement of $66 million from Loans already contracted with our multi-lateral 

development partners to fund our Capital III Expenditure Program; 

• Disbursement of  $20 million in budget support financing from the Republic of China 

(Taiwan) under the on-going bilateral economic cooperation program; and 

• Access to some $34 million in domestic financing; and  

• A further draw-down of PetroCaribe financing in the amounts of $30 million. 

Mr. Speaker, our Primary and Overall Balances are not where International Financial Institutions 

would wish them to be. But by our reckoning they are exactly where they should be if the proper 
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calculus is applied. Some fiscal consolidation is required in the face of our current 

circumstances. But it is a nonsense to think that draconian austerity is any way out of economic 

contraction. So our first responsibility remains to look after the needs and expectations of our 

citizens. But we do this even as we spare more than a thought for the level of restraint and 

savings needed to ensure debt sustainability and to provide for unbidden shocks to the system. 

Talking about debt, Mr. Speaker, a defining difference between this administration and those on 

the other side is our approach to borrowing money. When it comes to debt, caution and restraint 

are the watchwords for this budget, as they have been for all UDP budgets since 2008.  

At the close of 2015, the external public debt stood at $2.352 billion or 66 percent of estimated 

GDP, while Government’s total domestic obligations were $0.494 billion or 13 percent of 

estimated GDP. Total public debt, then, external and domestic, stood at 79 percent of GDP.  

For the fiscal year now ending, Government met all interest payments of approximately $92.7 

million, representing 10 percent of projected recurrent revenue. In addition, $86 million of 

existing debt was retired through principal repayments.  

For 2016/17, servicing the public debt is projected to cost $100.0 million or about 10 cents of 

every dollar in recurrent revenue collected by Government.  Those 10 cents per dollar of 

recurrent revenue directed to servicing the public debt is more than 40 percent less than the 17 

cents of every recurrent revenue dollar that went to service debt during the last fiscal year of the 

PUP administration.  And despite our massive, multi-year fiscal stimulus program, the public 

debt as a percentage of GDP has shrunk by 15 percent, from 92 percent of GDP when we took 

office in 2008, to 79 percent today.  

For the record, because this administration has refused to borrow on costly, commercial terms, 

half of the non-Superbond external public debt is now held by two of our most concessionary 

lenders: PetroCaribe and the Republic of China on Taiwan. Astonishingly, the aggregate interest 

rate on the entire stock of public debt for the new fiscal year is about 3.3 percent. Of course, 

against that average is the singular, exceptionally painful standout of the Superbond. Despite our 

administration's successful restructuring exercise, so horrendous were the original PUP terms 

that the monstrosity will still cost the Belizean taxpayer $52.6 million this year in interest alone. 
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To further demonstrate what a comparative model of restraint and responsibility we have been, I 

emphasize that the current public debt stock includes all compensation-related payments made 

during this budget year to the former owners of BEL and BTL. That is,  the full settlement of 

US$35 million to Fortis, the partial settlement of US$32.5 million to the former owners of BTL 

and the US$48.5m to the British Caribbean Bank. 

Conservatively, the stakes in BEL and BTL, now held by Government on behalf of the Belizean 

people, carry a book value in excess of $315 million or some 9 percent of GDP. This, if set 

against the total value of the public debt, would reduce this key ratio to just under 70 percent of 

GDP; and it is an extraordinary achievement in view of the adverse regional and global 

conditions since 2008 and the unprecedented range of public investments delivered by our 

Administration.  

For the Fiscal Year 2015/2016, the Central Government’s debt is projected to increase by $183.1 

million or 6.9 percent to $2.852 billion, of which $0.514 billion is domestic debt and the 

remaining $2.669 billion is for external obligations. The increase in domestic debt partly 

reflected the issuance of new securities and an increase in the balance on Government’s overdraft 

facility at the Central Bank. The increase in the external debt was primarily due to disbursements 

from the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela under the PetroCaribe program.  

 

ACTUAL ACTUAL PROJECTED FORECAST

2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 2016/2017

Total Debt (Bz$ Million) 2,477.5            2,669.0          2,852.1          3,034.0           

Domestic Debt 381.3               416.1              514.1              718.1              

External Debt 2,096.2            2,252.9          2,338.0          2,315.9           

Total Debt   (AS Percent of GDP) 75.4% 77.7% 80.0% 81.4%

Domestic Debt 11.6% 12.1% 14.4% 19.3%

External Debt 63.8% 65.6% 65.6% 62.1%

Central Government's Debt

Disbursed Outstanding Debt
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For the Fiscal Year 2016/2017, the forecast is for the Domestic Debt to increase to $0.718 billion 

due to the issuance of new Government securities to raise the funding necessary for the final 

settlement of the BTL compensation after the International Arbitral Award expected in the next 

few months.   
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CONCLUSION 

Mr. Speaker, I wish to conclude by saying that in current circumstances this is a bold budget. It 

is the budget of an Administration determined, no matter what, to keep faith with Teachers and 

Public Officers, with poor people and the middle classes, with Business and Labour. 

By the end of this Parliamentary term, our goal is to oversee a thriving economy in excess of $4 

billion; a national budget of more than $1.2 billion with annual investments in education, 

healthcare and citizen security having doubled compared to when we took office in 2008; and a 

business community and working class that is measurably more prosperous and productive.  

And this will be accomplished without gambling on the future of our children, for we know that 

what distinguishes UDP management, in the region and indeed in the world, is our unique brand 

of steady, stable and principled leadership.  

During these 9 budget cycles, our public finances overcame the epic hangover effects from two 

PUP terms of profligacy and corruption. Besides that, we weathered the Great Recession of the 

Western economies, withstood skyrocketing oil and commodity prices, and surmounted the 

fluctuations in our core exports including sugar, bananas, citrus and petroleum. 

Today, our economy and public finances stand on the rock-solid foundation of a strong currency 

backed up by excess reserves, robust fiscal revenues and a well-managed public debt. We also 

boast the most diversified economic base ever, with expanding trade access and productive 

investments in public utilities, innovation and infrastructure. Finally, we spend unstintingly on 

the education, healthcare and security of our people.  

It is because of all this that we premised last year's election drive on the theme “The Best Is Yet 

To Come”. So it was not just a campaign slogan, but a call to arms based on past performance 

and future promise. It was a declaration of confidence. It was an expression of resolve. It was a 

commitment to perseverance. Above all it was an articulation of faith that no matter the 

obstacles, no matter the challenges, no matter the trials, we-the Government, the people, the 

nation-will together achieve what is due, what is just, and what is deserved for our beloved 

Belize. 

I commend this Budget to the House.  
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INTRODUCTION  

  

This publication provides some highlights of Belize’s economic performance during 2015, and it 

has important background information for the Fiscal Year (FY) 2016/17 budget estimates and the 

associated 2016 Budget Speech.  

Honourable Members', citizens, students and agencies should find it helpful in their analysis of 

the national Budget.   
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INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENTS 

In 2015, the advanced countries failed to get the traction necessary for a full and sustained 

recovery, and activity in the emerging and developing countries slowed for the fifth consecutive 

year. Global growth therefore decelerated to 3.1 percent. The generally lower pace of activity 

was reflective of low productivity growth and the legacy of the financial crisis i.e. high debt, 

financial sector weakness and low investment, structural bottlenecks, low commodity prices and 

geopolitical tensions. In the Caribbean, the tourism dependent economies grew moderately while 

the commodity-dependent countries were adversely affected by falling global commodity prices.  
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS IN BELIZE - 2015 

MACROECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

The Statistical Institute of Belize (SIB) has indicated that Belize’s GDP grew by 1.2 percent 

during the first three quarters of the year and is expected to yield an annual growth of 1.4 

percent. This is compared to the previous year’s expansion of 4.1 percent. The major factors in 

the slowdown were the contraction in the primary sector and the continued decline in crude oil 

extraction. The tertiary sector has continued to be the main driver of growth led by distributive 

trade, government services, and tourism. The latter saw a fourth quarter expansion as additional 

airlift capacity helped to boost arrivals. The year consequently ended with stay-over arrivals up 

by 5.9 percent but with fewer port calls contributing to a 1.0 percent decline in cruise ship 

disembarkations.  

Output of all major export crops decreased in 2015, except for sugarcane deliveries, which rose 

by 8.8 percent to 1.3 million long tons mainly because of the industry’s return to the customary 

harvest start in the fourth quarter, rather than the January start date of the past two years. Citrus 

production shrank by 2.4 percent to 4.5 million boxes, and banana output contracted by 3.8 

percent to 98,842 metric tons due to drought in the first part of the year, the October closure of 

the Meridian Group of farms and flooding in November. Papaya output was down by 10.0 

percent, and grain production, particularly corn and rice, decreased with the extended drought. 

Fishing contracted with a 35.5 percent decline in shrimp production due to the temporary 

closures of shrimp farms because of disease. 

In the manufacturing sector, while petroleum extraction declined by 17.9 percent to 527,741 

barrels,  annual sugar production increased by 25.3 percent to 151,795 long tons and output of 

citrus juices rose by 3.4 percent to 27.7 million pound solids due mostly to a higher juice to sugar 

conversion rate and juice outturn per box of fruit, respectively. 
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Prices 

The average annual inflation rate, as measured by the Consumer Price Index, was a negative 0.9 

percent due to reduced prices for fuels, liquefied petroleum gas, international airfares and 

electricity rates. The prices of food items, clothing and footwear and communications remained 

stable. However, the prices of health care services and other miscellaneous goods and services 

increased by 2 percent.   

Employment 

The SIB conducted two rounds of its Labour Force Survey in 2015 in order to capture the 

seasonally higher economic activity in April as well as the lower levels of September. The 

survey results found that the average unemployment rate fell from 11.6 percent to 10.2 percent in 

2015 and underscored the fact that more persons in the labour force were employed.    

The External Sector 

The Notwithstanding a $75 million drop in the value of fuel imports, total imports were 2.5 

percent higher. Meanwhile, except for sugar, all of the major export commodities recorded lower 

earnings and this resulted in an 8.7 percent drop in total exports. The merchandise trade deficit 

therefore expanded by 21.1 percent with this being only partly offset by an increase in tourism 

earnings. The external current account deficit of the balance of payments consequently rose from 

8.0 percent of GDP in 2014 to 10.2 percent of GDP.  

Net inflows from foreign direct investment declined due to the Government’s pay-out of $135.3 

million for the shares acquired in Belize Electricity Limited and Belize Telemedia Limited 

(BTL). The settlement of BTL’s disputed liability to British Caribbean Bank also caused 

Government's external loan repayments to more than double. The net result was a 21.6 percent 

contraction in gross international reserves to $0.8 billion, the equivalent of 4.4 months of 

merchandise imports. 

The Monetary Sector 

During the year, the broad money supply rose by 7.6 percent and this was mainly due to a 

notable expansion in net credit to Central Government and a modest 3.1 percent increase in 
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lending to the private sector. While the Government needed to borrow to make compensation 

payments to the previous owners of BEL and BTL and for budget support, the increase in private 

sector lending was concentrated in construction, real estate and manufacturing activities. The 

credit unions also increased lending by 7.1 percent or $35.1 million, which was mainly 

channeled into personal loans, education, home construction, grain production and real estate 

development. Liquidity in the banking system continued to grow and interest rates consequently 

declined for the eighth consecutive year. While the weighted average interest rate on new loans 

fell by 29 basis points to 9.6%, the weighted average interest rate on new deposits declined by 25 

basis points to 1.84 percent.  As a result, the weighted average spread contracted by 3 basis 

points to 7.76 percent. 

There was an improvement in the indicators used to assess the resiliency and health of the 

domestic banking system in 2015 notwithstanding the unfolding problems with international 

correspondent banks that affected some institutions. The aggregate capital adequacy ratio 

improved from 23.5 percent in 2014 to 24.9 percent in 2015, and the ratio of non-performing 

loans (net of specific provisions) to total loans decreased from 7.02 percent at the end of 2014 to 

6.70 percent at the end of 2015, edging closer to the 5.0 percent threshold.  
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CENTRAL GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS 

Projected Outturn 

The Central Government’s outturn for FY 2015/2016 is projected to yield a Primary Deficit 

equivalent to 2.5 percent of GDP and an overall deficit of 5.1 percent of GDP. This large 

divergence from the budget was driven mainly by an extraordinary payment in settlement of an 

International Arbitration Award in the amount of $97 million, and by an expansionary fiscal 

program, primarily in investments in road rehabilitation and sporting facilities amounting to a 

further $ 70 million combined.  

The Overall Deficit which amounted to $180 million was financed by various loan sources, 

including $40 million from the multilateral lenders and $76 million in PetroCaribe Financing and 

some $64 million in other domestic financing.   

While total revenue and grants for FY 2015/2016 are projected at $1.013 billion or $51 million 

above budget, this is expected to be outpaced by the total expenditure, which is projected at 

$1.211 billon or some $143 million higher than the approved estimates.  

Budget Budget Approved Projected

Outturn Outturn Estimates Outturn

2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 2015/2016

Total Revenue and Grants 918.2                 993.6                 980.1              1,031.1            

Total Expenditure 975.7                 1,072.4             1,068.3           1,211.1            

Primary Balance 29.1                   12.9                   2.9                   (87.6)                

     As % of GDP 0.9% 0.4% 0.1% -2.5%

Overall Deficit (57.5)                 (78.8)                 (88.0)               (180.0)              

     As % of GDP -1.7% -2.3% -2.5% -5.0%

Amortization (64.5)                 (65.9)                 (86.0)               (86.4)                

Financing Requirement (122.0)               (144.7)               (174.0)             (266.4)              

GDP in current market prices 3,286                 3,433                 3,499              3,565                

Summary of Budget Estimates, FY 2013/2014 to FY 2015/2016

 (Bz$million) 
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Revenue Performance 

The projected rise in Total Revenue and Grants in FY 2015/2016 is attributed to higher receipts 

from Import Duties $36 million and also from the General Sales Tax $7 million, which more 

than offset a decline in tax revenues from the declining domestic petroleum production but was 

not sufficient to cover the rise in current spending and local capital spending.    

Budget Budget Approved Projected

Outturn Outturn Estimates Outturn

2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 2015/2016

Total Revenue and Grants 918.2               993.6              980.1             1,031.1            

Total Revenue 878.2               961.9              939.7             995.1               

Current Revenue 873.1               956.3              934.9             989.3               

Tax Revenue 756.5               849.3             818.1            862.9               

Taxes on Income & Profits  246.4               273.9              261.9             261.9               

Taxes on Property 6.1                    5.5                  5.3                  5.3                    

Taxes on Goods & Services 308.8               345.5              339.1             350.8               

International Trade & Transactions 195.3               224.4              211.8             245.0               

Non-Tax Revenue 116.5               106.9             116.8            126.4               

Property Income 14.6                  12.6                19.5               39.0                  

Licenses 19.4                  12.2                12.3               13.6                  

Royalties 45.3                  49.6                44.9               41.9                  

Ministries & Departments 36.1                  31.5                32.0               28.1                  

Repayment of old loans 1.1                    1.0                  8.1                  3.8                    

Capital Revenue 5.1                    5.6                  4.8                  5.8                    

Grants 40.0                  31.7                40.4               36.0                  

Summary of Revenue and Grants, FY 2013/2014 to FY 2015/2016

(Bz$ million)

 

Expenditure Performance 

The projected total expenditure of $1.2 billion reflects an increase of $10 million to $883 million 

in Current Expenditure and a very sharp rise of $184 million to $328 million in Capital 

Expenditure.  This sharp rise was caused by the extraordinary settlements payments and by the 

sharp rise in investment in road rehabilitation and sporting facilities.  
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Budget Budget Approved Projected

Outturn Outturn Estimates Outturn

2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 2015/2016

Total Expenditure 975.7                1,072.4             1,068.3            1,211.1              

Current Expenditure 737.8               798.0                873.5               883.3                 

Wages and salaries 297.8                332.4                367.8                374.3                 

Pensions 53.5                  64.6                   59.7                  67.4                    

Goods and services 185.4                180.9                210.8                192.6                 

Subsidies and current transfers 114.5                128.5                144.3                156.6                 

Interest payments & other charges 86.6                  91.6                   91.0                  92.4                    

Capital Expenditure & Net Lending 237.8               274.4                194.7               327.8                 

Capital II 111.6                120.0                97.8                  94.9                    

Capital III 123.1                151.7                94.4                  132.8                 

Net lending 3.1                    2.7                     2.6                    100.1                 

Amortization (64.5)                (65.9)                 (86.0)                (86.4)                  

Summary of Expenditure, FY 2013/2014 to FY 2015/2016

(Bz$ million)

 

The outlay on Wages and Salaries remains the single largest component of Expenditure, and at 

$374 million for FY 2015/2016 it is responsible for 42 percent of Current Expenditure, which is 

reflecting of the compounding impact of the multi-year salary adjustment package agreed with 

the Unions. The expenditure on Goods and Services, projected at $192million or 22 percent of 

recurrent outlays, is another significant component of Government spending. At a projected 

$92.4 million, the Interest Payments on the Central Government’s debt makes up just over 10 

percent of Total Current Expenditure. This ratio is expected to rise to 17 percent in the year 2017 

as the interest rate step up from 5.0 percent to 6.676 percent on the GOB 2038 Bond.  
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Central Government’s Debt 

The Central Government’s disbursed outstanding debt is projected at $2.852 billion for FY 

2015/2016 representing an increase of $183.1 million or 6.9 percent over the previous year, as 

both the domestic and external debt expanded. The debt is comprised of $0.514 billion or 18 

percent in domestic debt, and the remaining $2.338 billion or 82 percent is derived from external 

sources. 
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The rise in the debt is attributed to increases in the issuance of Government securities under 

domestic debt and higher level of disbursements under PetroCaribe program.   
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GOVERNMENT’S REFORM AGENDA 

Reform of Public Finance Management 

The reform of the Public Finance Management (PFM) System continued during FY 2015/2016 

with assistance provided by the CARTAC, IDB, CDB, and the World Bank. The main 

beneficiaries of the assistance were the staff at the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of 

Economic Development, the Contractor General’s Office, the Treasury Department and the 

Customs Department. 

With ongoing assistance from CARTAC to the Ministry of Finance and the Treasury, the work 

on a new Chart of Accounts is almost complete and is on track to be made use of starting with 

the FY 2017/2018 Budget Cycle. The Treasury Department also has ongoing partnership with 

CARTAC to improve cash-based reporting systems, develop a Single Treasury Account and 

produce timely and better quality financial statements. 

In 2009 and again in 2013, the European Union funded Public Expenditure and Financial 

Accountability (PEFA) Assessments of Belize’s budgetary processes and systems. The findings 

of the assessments demonstrated that Belize has much work to do in adopting and using best 

practices in the area of public financial management. Accordingly, CARTAC has offered to 

assist Belize with measures that would help to improve our PEFA scores in the future.  

During the year, staff of the Ministries of Finance and Economic Development and Finance 

Officers benefitted from an IDB-funded training in an Introductory Procurement Course and an 

intensive Level-1 Procurement Course. The Belizean officials did much better than their 

Caribbean counterparts in the Level-1 examinations. Belize is now well placed to establish a 

Procurement Unit at the Ministry of Finance and to move forward with a Public Procurement 

Bill. 

The Government was re-elected into office in the November 2015 general elections with a 

manifesto commitment to integrate the Income Tax Department and the General Sales Tax 

Department.  The objective of such an action would be to improve the administration and 

collection of taxes. 
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Financial System Modernization (National Payments System) 

 The Central Bank’s project to reform Belize’s national payments system passed several 

important milestones in 2015. A major component of this project is the automation of the 

processing of large and small value payments and the management of Government securities. In 

this regard, it is expected that the APSS (Automated Payments and Securities Settlement System) 

will go live in September this year and is expected to be fully operational in 2016. Another 

important component or pillar of the project is the supporting legislative framework and this 

work is also being advanced. A draft national payments system bill has been prepared and is 

currently under review by the Solicitor General’s Office.   
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ANNEX 

 

ANNEX 1: Select Indicators 

2011 2012 2013 2014
R

2015
P

 POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT

   Population (Thousands) 332.1     340.8     349.7     358.9      368.3      

   Employed Labour Force (Thousands) n.a. 126.8     129.8     134.6      139.3      

   Unemployment Rate (annual average) (%) n.a. 15.3       12.9       11.6       10.1       

 INCOME

   GDP at Current Market Prices ($mn)   2,973.4   3,147.2   3,251.7    3,435.7    3,557.0 

   Per Capita GDP ($, Current Mkt. Prices)   8,953.8   9,235.0   9,297.8    9,572.9    9,657.6 

   Real GDP Growth (%) 2.1        3.7        1.3        4.1         1.4         

   Sectoral Distribution of Constant 2000 GDP (%)

          Primary Activities 13.5       13.9       14.5       14.2       14.2       

          Secondary Activities 18.7       17.2       15.5       14.9       13.8       

          Services 60.3       60.3       60.2       60.1       60.4       

TOURISM

Stay Over Arrivals (Thousands) 233.2     257.3     272.3     297.4      314.9      

Cruise Ship Passsenger Arrivals (Thousands) 654.8     576.7     609.6     871.3      862.2      

 MONEY AND PRICES ($mn)

   Inflation (Annual average percentage change) 1.7        1.3        0.5        1.2         (0.9)        

   Currency and Demand deposits (M1) 839.3     1,102.9  1,121.9  1,313.8   1,528.5   

   Quasi-Money (Savings and Time deposits) 1,361.9  1,340.6  1,354.7  1,358.2   1,345.6   

   Money Supply (M2) 2,201.2  2,443.5  2,476.6  2,672.1   2,874.1   

   Excess statutory liquidity 221.1     312.6     293.5     338.8      453.3      

   Excess cash liquidity 95.7       152.6     198.3     335.8      445.7      

   Excess securities 151.5     173.9     166.0     162.9      150.0      

 CREDIT ($mn)

   Commercial Bank Loans and Advances 1,756.5  1,802.6  1,854.3  1,933.0   1,985.7   

   Public Sector 8.8        16.7       23.8       17.6       11.3       

   Private Sector 1,747.7  1,786.0  1,830.5  1,915.5   1,974.4   

 INTEREST RATE (%)

   Weighted Average Lending Rate 12.9       11.9       11.1       10.7       10.0       

   Weighted Average Deposit Rate 3.7        2.6        2.2        1.7         1.5         

   Weighted Average Interest Rate Spread 9.2        9.4        9.0        8.9         8.6         

 BALANCE OF PAYMENTS (US $mn) 

   Merchandise Exports (f.o.b.)(1)
603.6     621.6     608.6     589.0      580.8      

   Merchandise Imports (f.o.b.) 778.2     818.1     875.9     938.7      964.2      

   Trade Balance (174.6)    (196.6)    (267.3)    (349.8)    (383.3)    

   Remittances (Inflows) 73.0       73.6       72.0       78.0       80.5       

   Tourism (inflows) 247.6     282.9     333.1     349.7      365.6      

   Services (Net) 169.1     221.6     240.3     285.6      289.5      

   Current Account Balance (19.9)     (19.3)     (72.1)     (128.0)    (163.9)    

   Capital and Financial Flows 44.7       84.3       174.1     212.9      115.1      

   Gross Change in Official International Reserves 18.1       47.8       113.9     81.8       (105.2)    

   Gross Official International Reserves
(2)

     236.1      288.9 405.1     486.8      381.6      

   Import Cover of Reserves (in months) 3.3        3.8        5.0        5.7         4.4         

(1) Includes CFZ gross sales

P: Preliminary             R: Revised           n.a.: Not Available

Sources:  Statistical Institute of Belize and Central Bank of Belize                                  

(2) Starting in 2005 these numbers have been revised to reflect only usuable reserves as defined by BPM5.

 


